We propose a novel Aspect-based Rating Prediction model (AspeRa) that estimates user rating based on review texts for the items. It is based on aspect extraction with neural networks and combines the advantages of deep learning and topic modeling. It is mainly designed for recommendations, but an important secondary goal of AspeRa is to discover coherent aspects of reviews that can be used to explain predictions or for user profiling. We conduct a comprehensive empirical study of AspeRa, showing that it outperforms state-of-theart models in terms of recommendation quality and produces interpretable aspects. This paper is an abridged version of our work (Nikolenko et al., 2019) .
Introduction
As the scale of online services and the Web itself grows, recommender systems increasingly attempt to utilize texts available online, either as items for recommendation or as their descriptions. In this work, we introduce novel deep learning methods for making recommendations with fulltext items, aiming to learn interpretable user representations that reflect user preferences and at the same time help predict ratings. We propose a novel Aspect-based Rating Prediction Model (AspeRa) for aspect-based representation learning for items by encoding word-occurrence statistics into word embeddings and applying dimensionality reduction to extract the most important aspects that are used for the user-item rating estimation. We investigate how and in what settings such neural autoencoders can be applied to content-based recommendations for text items.
AspeRa Model
The AspeRa model combines the advantages of deep learning (end-to-end learning, spatial text representation) and topic modeling (interpretable topics) for text-based recommendation systems. The model receives as input two reviews at once, treating both identically. Each review is embedded with self-attention to produce two vectors, one for author (user) features and the other for item features. These two vectors are used to predict a rating corresponding to the review. All vectors are forced to belong to the same feature space. The embedding is produced by the Neural Attention-Based Aspect Extraction Model (ABAE) (He et al., 2017) . As in topic modeling or clustering, with ABAE the designer can determine a finite number of topics/clusters/aspects, and the goal is to find out for every document to which extent it satisfies each topics/aspects. From a bird's eye view, ABAE is an autoencoder. The main feature of ABAE is the reconstruction loss between bag-of-words embeddings used as the sentence representation and a linear combination of aspect embeddings. A sentence embedding is additionally weighted by self-attention, an attention mechanism where the values are word embeddings.
The first step in ABAE is to compute the embedding z s ∈ R d for a sentence s; below we call it a text embedding: z s = n i=1 a i e w i , where e w i is a word embedding for a word w i , e ∈ R d . As word vectors the authors use word2vec embeddings trained with the skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013b) . Attention weights a i are computed as a multiplicative self-attention model: a i = softmax(e w i Ay s ), where y s is the average of word embeddings in a sentence, y s = n i=1 e w i , and A ∈ R d×d is the learned attention model. The second step is to compute the aspect-based sentence representation r s ∈ R d from an aspect embeddings matrix T ∈ R k×d , where k is the number of aspects: p s = softmax(W z s + b), where p s ∈ R k is the vector of probability weights over k aspect embeddings, r s = T p s , and W ∈ R k×d , b ∈ R k are the parameters of a multi-class logistic regression model.
The proposed model's architecture includes an embedder, which provides text and reconstruction embeddings for an object similar to ABAE. The intuition behind this separation of user and item embedding is as follows: there are some features (aspects) important in an item for a user, but the item also has other features. Hence, we want to extract user aspects from a user's reviews as well as item aspects from an item's reviews. The resulting embedding is conditioned on aspect representation of the reviews. The model contains four embedders in total, one pair of user and item embedders for two reviews being considered at once. First each review is paired with another review of the same user, grouping by users and shuffling the reviews inside a group; then with another review of the same item. Thus, the training set gives rise to only twice as many pairs as reviews available for training. The rating score for the first review in a pair is used to train the rating predictor (MSE). There are two losses in AspeRa: MSE for rating prediction and MaxMargin loss to put user and item embeddings in the same space. The MSE loss assumes that rating is predicted as the dot product of user and item embeddings for a review:
is a text embedding for the author of review j, z i j is a text embedding for the item j is about, and r j is the true rating associated with j. Max-margin loss aims to project all user and item embeddings into the same feature (aspect) space.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated the proposed model on Amazon Instant Videos 5-core reviews and Amazon Toys and Games 5-core reviews (He and McAuley, 2016; McAuley et al., 2015) . We randomly split each dataset into 10% test set and 90% training set, with 10% of the training set used as a validation set for tuning hyperparameters. We compare two word embeddings for AspeRa: GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a,c) based on the train set of reviews (see Table 1 ).
We evaluate the performance of AspeRa in comparison to state-of-the-art models: NMF (Zhang et al., 2006) , DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017) , Attn+CNN (Seo et al., 2017) , SVD (Koren et al., 2009) , HFT (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013) , 
Conclusion
We have introduced a novel approach to learning rating-and text-aware recommender systems based on ABAE, metric learning, and autoencoder-enriched learning. Our approach jointly learns interpretable user and item representations. It is expectedly harder to tune to achieve better quality, but the final model performs better at rating prediction and almost on par at aspects coherence with other state-of-the-art approaches. Our results can also be viewed as part of the research effort to analyze and interpret deep neural networks, a very important recent trend (Kádár et al., 2017; Radford et al., 2017) .
